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Ransom & Randolph Announces Availability of
R&R® Glass-Cast™ 101 BANDUST™ Investment
Make the Switch and Enjoy the Benefits of BANDUST Technology Today!
Maumee, OH  June 6, 2014  Today, Ransom & Randolph announced the availability of R&R
GLASS-CAST 101 BANDUST investment; inviting casters to make the switch and enjoy the benefits
of BANDUST technology today!
Economical, All-Purpose Mold Material
R&R GLASS-CAST BANDUST 101 investment is an economical, all-purpose mold material for kiln
casting/slumping of glass. It has very fine particles, providing the smoothest of surfaces. R&R
GLASS-CAST BANDUST 101 investment has sufficient strength for most glass castings of small and
medium size. It is the investment of choice for open-face molds and small molds made using the
lost wax process.
Benefits of Using BANDUST Technology
Made using technology that reduces respirable dust during the investing process, casters using
BANDUST technology are able to dramatically reduce workplace hazards in their casting shops.
“BANDUST technology significantly impacts the casting environment, providing immeasurable
impact to the overall health and safety of casters,” said Mike Hendricks, Ransom & Randolph
Business Unit Director, “R&R is investing in research to create innovative technologies to change
the face of investment casting.”
Make the Switch and Enjoy the Benefits of BANDUST Technology Today!
 Reduce total respirable dust by up to 99% when compared to other investments.
 Lessen overall dust and improve housekeeping during the investing process.
 Maintain casting quality with excellent final casting results.
 No process changes to make the switch to BANDUST technology.
About Ransom & Randolph
Founded in 1872, Ransom & Randolph is dedicated to advancing the investment casting
industry. R&R has provided foundries with innovative product technology, process knowledge
and technical expertise since the 1800s. By coupling revolutionary product developments with
experienced staff, manufacturing and warehousing facilities, R&R successfully helps customers
become casting industry leaders. R&R is an operating division of DENTSPLY (NASDAQ: XRAY).
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